Twenty years of trace metal analyses of marine mammals in Alaska: evaluation and summation.
The compilation of existing data on contaminants in the marine food chain is essential in addressing concerns regarding the magnitude of potential human exposures and in the evaluation of subsistence food safety. This paper presents a summary of studies on trace metals in tissues of Alaska marine mammals from the 1970s to the present, along with derived mean tissue trace metal concentrations. The derived mean can serve as a norm against which future monitoring results may be compared, and may be used to estimate human exposure to trace metals through the consumption of marine mammals. Additionally, the variation among studies in the reported mean tissue concentrations has been described through a derived standard deviation. Sufficient analytical and methodological details were available to derive means and standard deviations for tissues in bearded seal, bowhead whale, beluga whale, fur seal, harbor seal, Pacific walrus, and ringed seal. A high concordance between trace metal values reported in tissues (i.e., liver, kidney, muscle) was observed despite significant differences in reported sampling and analytical methodologies. Consistent with other reviews of trace metal concentrations in marine species, the standard deviation of tissue metal concentrations was generally < or = 100% of the reported mean. Significant gaps in available information remain, particularly for muscle tissues and for methylmercury, despite the considerable efforts to monitor marine mammal species in Alaska.